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RATIONELL drawer divider basic unit 

$15
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It’s more than a kitchen. It’s the cake the four of you made 

together. The one that started off as a delicious batter that you 

couldn’t help but lick off the spoon. The cake that turned your 

kitchen into a sugar and flour-covered disaster zone. The one 

that was so I-can’t-believe-we-made-this-ourselves good that 

it never made it past the kitchen counter and into the dining 

room.

It’s more than a kitchen. It’s the life you live there.

We work hard to design kitchens, appliances and all the little 

details that make life a little easier. The self-cleaning oven with 

the childproof lock. Fully-extendable drawers and adjustable 

dividers that make everything simple to find. And the tall tub 

dishwasher that makes space for even the most awkwardly 

shaped mixing bowls and baking pans. Things like that really 

make us smile. We’ll even come to your home to measure your 

room, deliver your kitchen and install it for you if you need a 

helping hand. 

So instead of thinking about your kitchen, you can think about 

how much you love being in your kitchen.

FAKTUM has a 

25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.

It’s more than a kitchen.
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dream kitchens

the smarter storage solution,  
the more space for you and 
your sweethearts.

FaktUm kitchen with 
aPPLÅd white doors, 
drawer fronts/aPPLÅd 
black doors and aVsikt 
glass doors $5390
APPLÅD doors/drawer 
fronts in painted finish 
and AVSIKT doors in 
aluminium and tempered 
glass. Styled with VÄRDE 
nickel-plated aluminium 
handles and PRÄGEL 
stone effect black 
laminate worktop.
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FaktUm/aPPLÅd/aVsikt 
kitchen
Last year′s price $6245

$5390
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

kitchen assembly and 
installation service

Basic installation $2330

Price for this kitchen 
incl. basic installation

$7720

Find out more on p.25 or 
visit www.ikea.com.au/aa/
kitchenservices
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FRAMTID CG7 cooker with gas

Last year′s price $1699

$1595

IKEA appliances. For years of 
dinners, dishes and midnight 
fridge raids.

FAKTUM kitchen with 

TIDAHOLM oak doors and 

drawer fronts $6745 

TIDAHOLM doors/drawer fronts in 
clear lacquered solid oak/oak 
veneer. Styled with TYDA stainless 
steel handles and PRÄGEL white 
laminate worktop.
FRAMTID CG7 cooker with gas 

hob $1595 Multifunctional cooking 
centre; large forced air oven and 
gas hob with five burners incl. a 
bigger one with triple flame for 
creative cooking. Removable pot 
support in durable cast iron for 
increased stability. Energy class: 
A. 9 functions. 103L. W90×D60, 
H91cm. Stainless steel.
PRAKTFULL PRO B80 extractor 

hood $850 Angled hood for a 
better view and more room to work 
at the hob. Extraction rate in 
exhausting mode: 380 m³/h. Noise 
level at max. exhaust speed: 65 dB 
(A). W89.8×D50, H89–123cm. 
Stainless steel.

18m
  

FAKTUM/TIDAHOLM kitchen

Last year′s price $7535

$6745
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 28.

Kitchen assembly and 

installation service

Basic installation $1440

Price for this kitchen 

incl. basic installation
$8185

Find out more on p.25 or 

visit www.IKEA.com.au/aa/

kitchenservices

PRAKTFULL PRO B80 extractor hood

Last year′s price $950

$850

76 DREAM KITCHEns



More kitchen inspir ation? Visit www.ikea.coM.au             dream kitchens

small changes. 
Big impact. 

 the green side of rubbish. 
our mission is to make waste-sorting and 

recycling as easy as possible. with rationeLL 
series, you can organise and recycle your 
household waste – from glass bottles and 

newspapers to food scraps and batteries – 
with a complete set of practical waste sorting 

bins. and they're easy to clean too. 

rinGskÄr single-lever kitchen mixer tap
Last year′s price $239

$199

rationeLL waste sorting bin

$11.95

 add air and save water everyday. Most 
of our taps are equipped with a water-saving 
function, meaning they automatically reduce 
your water consumption by more than 30% – 
while keeping the same water flow as you're 
used to. all this just by introducing air into the 
water stream. so, much less water, reduced 
energy bills and a big thank you from the 
environment.

LeFt page:

FaktUm kitchen with aBstrakt white doors and drawer 
fronts $5395 aBstrakt doors in high gloss foil finish. styled with 
strecket aluminium handles and nuMerÄr solid oak worktop.
Udden kitchen trolley $119 gives you extra storage, utility and 
work space. stainless steel. Designer: ehlén Johansson. w54×L54, 
h83cm. silver-colour.

this page: 

rinGskÄr single-lever kitchen mixer tap $199 Function to 
reduce water flow without affecting the pressure; saves water and 
energy. chrome-plated brass. Designer: Mikael warnhammar. 
h38cm. 
rationeLL waste sorting bin $11.95 plastic. Designer: Marcus 
arvonen. 14L. 
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FaktUm/aBstrakt kitchen
Last year′s price $6215

$5395
What’s in the kitchen price? 
see page 28.

kitchen assembly and 
installation service

Basic installation $1610

Price for this kitchen 
incl. basic installation

$7005

Find out more on p.25 or 
visit www.ikea.com.au/aa/
kitchenservices
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UTBY shelving unit

$290

Storage space, work space 
and plenty of "how was 
your day?" space.

An oven placed in a high 
cabinet makes cooking so 
much easier. You can easily 
place and remove trays, as 
well as transfer hot dishes to 
your worktop with one smooth 
movement.

dream kiTchenS

FakTUm kitchen with 

aBSTrakT high-gloss grey 

doors and drawer fronts $7390 

ABSTRAKT doors/drawer fronts in 
high gloss foil finish. Styled with 
METRIK brushed nickel-plated 
aluminium handles and NUMERÄR 
white laminate worktop with metal 
effect edge.
UTBY shelving unit $290 

2 fixed shelves in stainless steel; 
hygienic, strong and durable 
surface that is easy to keep clean. 
To be completed with NUMERÄR 
table top. Stainless steel. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
L120×W60, H90cm. 
UTBY underframe $140 

Stainless steel underframe, strong, 
durable and easy to clean. To be 
completed with NUMERÄR table 
top. Stainless steel. Designer: 
Mikael Warnhammar. L120×W60, 
H90cm. 

16m
 

FakTUm/aBSTrakT kitchen

Last year′s price $8324

$7390
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 28.

kitchen assembly and 

installation service

Basic installation $1880

Price for this kitchen 

incl. basic installation
$9270

Find out more on p.25 or 

visit www.ikea.com.au/aa/

kitchenservices
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KROBY pendant lamp 
double

$59

GRUNDTAL spotlight

$20/ea

A well-lit kitchen is just 
an IKEA store visit away...

DREAm KITCHENS

FAKTUm kitchen with STÅT 
white doors, drawer fronts 
and glass doors $3730
STÅT doors/drawer fronts in 
painted finish and glass doors in 
tempered glass. Styled with LANSA 
stainless steel handles and PRÄGEL 
marble effect white laminate 
worktop.  
GRUNDTAL spotlight $20/ea 
Halogen bulb included; extra bulbs 
are available. Light source is 
included. Steel and glass. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
Ø6.6, H2.8cm. White.
KROBY pendant lamp double 
$59 Shades of mouth blown glass; 
each shade is unique. Wired-in 
installation. Glass and steel. Shade 
Ø30.5cm. W85–124×H180cm. 
GRUNDTAL countertop lighting, 
halogen $65/ea Can be 
connected together into a system 
with up to 10 units. Light source is 
included. Steel, polycarbonate 
plastic, ABS plastic and glass. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
W55.5×D8, H2.5cm. White.
KROKEN series Powder coated 
steel. Designer: Tina Christensen.
Rail $7.95 Can also be used as a 
towel rail. L80cm. Black.
S-hook $4.95/5 pack. H7cm. 
Black.

6m
 

FAKTUm/STÅT kitchen
Last year′s price $4655

$3730
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

Kitchen assembly and 
installation service

Basic installation $1450

Price for this kitchen 
incl. basic installation

$5180

Find out more on p.25 or 
visit www.IKEA.com.au/aa/
kitchenservices
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GRUNDTAL wall shelf

$49/ea

GRUNDTAL rail

$16.95/ea

FAKTUM kitchen with NEXUS 

birch doors and drawer fronts 

$2295 NEXUS doors/drawer fronts 
in stained, clear lacquered birch 
veneer. Styled with VINNA 
stainless steel handles and 
NUMERÄR solid birch worktop.
ALSVIK single-lever kitchen 

mixer tap $149 

Function to reduce water flow 
without affecting the pressure; 
saves water and energy. Nickel-
plated brass. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. H35cm. Stainless 
steel colour.
GRUNDTAL series Stainless steel. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.
Rail $16.95/ea L80×D5.5, H10cm. 
Hook $3.95/5 pack. H6.5cm. 
Magnetic knife rack $22.95 

L53cm. 
Wall shelf $49/ea L80×D27, 
H20cm.

FAKTUM/NEXUS kitchen

Last year′s price $2615

$2295
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 28.

Kitchen assembly and 

installation service

Basic installation $1160

Price for this kitchen 

incl. basic installation
$3455

Find out more on p.25 or 

visit www.IKEA.com.au/aa/

kitchenservices

The walls are your kitchen's 
best friend. Use them to free 
up space and discover your 
kitchen's true potential. Walls 
can even work as storage 
space for chairs. See where 
they're hidden?

5m
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Their kitchen. 
My playground.

PATRULL hob guard
Last year′s price $34.95

$29.95

PATRULL corner bumper, 8 pack

$8.95

 

 That didn't hurt, mum! 
If children ruled the world, all dining tables 

would have soft, rounded corners. With PATRULL 
corner bumpers, we've done what we can to 

support them. Just apply the corner bumpers to 
whatever sharp edge you'll find – and tables and 

children will again be the best of friends.

 Protected by stainless steel. 
A hob guard keeps small children and hot 
hobs safely separated. Just make sure it's 
adjusted in width and easy to turn up against 
the wall, and you'll be just as 
comfortable by the hob as ever before.

LEFT PAgE:

FAKTUM kitchen with LIDINGÖ white doors and drawer 
fronts $7295 LIDINgÖ doors/drawer fronts in painted finish. 
Styled with LINDSDAL porcelain knobs/handles and NUMERÄR solid 
oak worktop.
   
THIS PAgE:

PATRULL corner bumper $8.95/8 pack. Reduces the risk of your 
child getting hurt by sharp edges. Plastic and rubber. Black.
PATRULL hob guard $29.95 Reduces the risk of a child 
overturning hot pots on itself or getting its fingers burnt on hot 
plates. Stainless steel W59–95×D40, H14cm. 

21m
 

FAKTUM/LIDINGÖ kitchen
Last year′s price $8665

$7295
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

Kitchen assembly and 
installation service

Basic installation $2100

Price for this kitchen 
incl. basic installation

$9395

Find out more on p.25 or 
visit www.IKEA.com.au/aa/
kitchenservices

MoRE kITcHEN INSPIR ATIoN? VISIT WWW.IkEA.coM.AU     DREAM KITchENs 1716



dream KITCHeNS
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FaKTUm/ramSJÖ kitchen

$7015
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 28.

Kitchen assembly and 
installation service

Basic installation $1660

Price for this kitchen 
incl. basic installation

$8675

Find out more on p.25 or 
visit www.IKea.com.au/aa/
kitchenservices

made to last.
Guaranteed.

new
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FaKTUm kitchen with new ramSJÖ white 
doors, drawer fronts and glass doors $7015 
RAMSJÖ doors/drawer fronts in stained, clear 
lacquered solid birch/birch veneer and glass doors 
in tempered glass. Styled with SVEP powder 
coated zinc handles/knobs and PERSONLIG 
custom made black stone worktop.
BOHOLmeN 1 1/2 bowl insert sink with 
drainer $139 Reversible; can be used with the 
drainer to the right or left. Fits cabinet frames 
min. 60 cm wide. Stainless steel Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. L90×D50, H18cm.
eLVerdam single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
pull-out $329 Function to reduce water flow 
without affecting the pressure; saves water and 
energy. Nickel-plated brass. H40cm. Stainless 
steel colour. 

Taps  You use the tap a lot – dishing, 
pouring and rinsing. We test durability by 
turning it on and off 210,000 times. Then 
we switch from hot to cold another 140,000 
times and make sure that there are no 
leaks.

Cabinets, drawers and shelves 
To ensure they’re really durable, we put the 
weight of enough dinner plates to feed your 
child’s football team on an 80cm wide shelf 
and keep it there for a week.

Sinks  If it’s one thing a sink has to put up 
with, it’s water. Stainless sinks are dipped 
into salt water to make sure there’s no 
corrosion. And ceramic sinks are tested so 
they don’t crack when you pour hot pasta 
water into them.

Kitchen fronts  Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner. You open your cabinets many times 
each day. We hang 2kg on a door and then 
open and close it 200,000 times to ensure 
it stands years and years of everyday use.

Worktops  Your worktop must stand hot 
plates and splashes of tomato sauce, so we 
drench it in water, oil and coffee and then 
we impact-test the top and edges to make 
sure they’re durable.  

Find out more about our free 
guarantees on page 66.

i



Your dream kitchen. 
It starts with an empty space 
and endless possibilities. 

Need an extra hand? 
We can help plan your kitchen.

2120



plan your KITCHEnplan your KITCHEn

Measure your 
space
1. First, start by measuring from floor to 
ceiling, from wall to wall, and from the 
corners to the doors.
2. Next, measure the size of your windows 
and doors, and the distance of each to the 
floor, ceiling and corners. Don’t forget to 
mark the amount of space that doors and 
windows need to open.
3. Lastly, mark the placement of all existing 
electrical outlets, switches, gas connections, 
water pipes and radiators.

Straight-line kitchen

No triangle here. That's 

because the workflow is in a 

straight line. This layout is best 

for small and medium-sized 

homes with a narrow kitchen.

Straight line with island

Ideal for a larger kitchen, 

where more than one person is 

doing the cooking. This layout 

includes an island, which is 

great for extra work space, 

storage and socialising.

l-shaped kitchen 

One of the most common 

layouts, the L-shaped kitchen is 

ideal when you want to add a 

small dining table or a kitchen 

island.

u-shaped kitchen 

If you have a large room, the 

U-shaped layout is ideal. It 

gives you maximum space and 

plenty of storage options, 

ensuring that everything is 

within easy reach.

parallel kitchen 

Geared towards food prepara-

tion, this layout gives you 

two good work and storage 

areas on opposite sides. 

Conveniently, it doesn't require 

a lot of space.

need an extra hand? We can help plan your kitchen. Start planning today

Plan your kitchen with our free online 3-D Kitchen 

Planner at www.IKEA.com.au/aa/kitchenplanner

Washing zone Since the sink is often used 

during food preparation, it makes sense to place it 

in between the fridge and the cooking area. It will 

make rinsing veggies and draining pasta that 

much easier. And with cabinets nearby for your 

dinnerware and cutlery, putting the dishes away is 

a little more convenient. 

Storage zone Good food storage can make all 

the difference in a kitchen. Keep in mind that 

storage includes both a place for dry goods and 

the refrigerator, and that it’s always helpful to 

have a bit of counter space next to them for 

packing away groceries.

By planning your kitchen into three distinct zones, 

you’ll create a more natural, ergonomic workflow. 

It’s what we call “the work triangle.”

Cooking zone It’s a good idea to consider both 

safety and ease when planning your cooking zone. 

When you place it near the sink, you’ll avoid 

crossing the kitchen with hot pots and pans. And 

surrounding the cooking area with plenty of 

counter space will help keep things flowing 

smoothly. 

plan your work zones

Common layouts

2322



plan your KITCHEnplan your KITCHEn 2524

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

Helpful hints
1. Clean dishes, clean conscience It 

might sound unlikely, but a fully-filled 

dishwasher actually uses less water 

than washing and rinsing by hand. 

It’s good for your monthly bill and the 

environment alike.

2. an ideal workspace The best place 

to prepare your meals is right between 

the cooking unit and the sink. This 

surface also gives you a bit of space for 

unloading hot dishes straight from the 

oven.

3. Easy to find, easy to reach

Get more out of your kitchen storage 

with fully extendable drawers that you 

can reach from both sides.

4. use the unexpected 

Using spaces that often go to waste 

maximizes your kitchen. Try adding 

plinth drawers below base cabinets 

and cabinets in the corners of the 

room.

5. Find it fast 

Make it easier to find exactly what 

you’re looking for by hanging and 

angling spotlights above your

cabinets.

6. Customised drawers 

No more jumbled messes. Adjustable 

drawer dividers can help keep those 

smaller odds and ends nice and neat. 

They're adaptable to create storage 

that works for your kitchen.

7. Make the most of drawers

Keeping pantry items grouped in 

plastic boxes makes it easier to 

organise your drawers and take 

several ingredients to and from the 

cooking area.

Measuring 

you do it
A crucial part of the kitchen buying process, measuring not 

only allows you to check that your chosen kitchen will fit and 

see what changes need to be made, it ensures the success 

of your installation. See previous page for step-by-step 

instructions.

We do it
If you’re not confident about measuring up for such a large project and want 

to reduce any potential problems later on, it can be done for you. Besides 

measuring, our fully qualified kitchen planners can prepare a kitchen plan and 

design to best suit your needs. Alternatively, you can start planning now using 

the IKEA Kitchen Planner.

assembly and installation 

you do it
IKEA Kitchens are specifically designed to be easily 

assembled and installed. But so that you aren’t left 

scratching your head we’ve produced a self-installation 

booklet, available in store and online, to guide you along 

the way.

We do it
Our assembly and installation service is an à la carte arrangement, simply 

meaning you order the service you need, 

which can include: 

• Demolition and removal of your old kitchen 

• Cabinet assembly and  basic installation

• Worktop cutting and installation (including custom-made worktops)

• Placement of sink, taps and appliances

• Plus carpentry and customised services as required

Prices for assembly and basic installation services can be viewed online at 

www.IKEA.com.au/aa/kitchenservices or enquire at your local IKEA store.

Home delivery
All IKEA kitchens are flat-packed for easy transport so 

your own vehicle may be adequate. If you do need help 

getting your IKEA kitchen home, prompt delivery at 

reasonable rates is easy to arrange.

At IKEA, delivery is never included in the price of your furniture but is 

available if you need it from a professional home delivery company at 

reasonable rates.

Visit the delivery desk in-store for details.

picking up and home delivery
We can help you pick up the products and get everything 

home to your door at reasonable prices. Ask in the store for 

details.

payment options
At IKEA you can pay the way that best suits you. We accept 

cash, EFTPOS, Visa, MasterCard, Personal cheques (with 

proper ID), a finance option and of course IKEA Gift Cards. 

For more information regarding our Finance Option, 

please see your local IKEA store.

Sorry, we do not accept American Express or Diners Card.

At IKEA you keep the prices low by doing 
some of the work yourself. But if you 
want some extra help, you can get it at a 
reasonable cost. Here’s a selection of our 
services.

Want some extra help?



From dream to reality. 
With our help or 
on your own.
IKEA kitchens are designed for you to easily assemble and 

install. But if you'd like a bit of help, we're ready to lend a 

hand. We can measure your room, deliver your kitchen, and 

even assemble and install it for you. Learn more about these 

services on page 25.
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220 cm

FAKTUM/HÄRLIG kitchen

 Last year′s price $1295

$1095

sTART cHoosInG

HÄRLIG white 
Last year′s price $1295
Melamine foil finish.

APPLÅD black
Last year′s price $1695 
Painted finish. 

APPLÅD white 
Last year′s price $1695
Painted finish. 

sTÅT white 
Last year′s price $2195
Painted finish. Glass door available, 

see p.30.

nEXUs birch veneer 
Last year′s price $1895
Tinted clear lacquered birch veneer.

nEXUs brown 
Last year′s price $1895
Stained, clear lacquered oak veneer.

nEXUs brown-black
Last year′s price $1895 
Stained, clear lacquered oak veneer.

ÄDEL white 
Foil finish. Glass door available, see 

p.30.

ABsTRAKT high-gloss foil white
Last year′s price $2395 
High-gloss foil finish.

ABsTRAKT high-gloss black
Last year′s price $2395 
High-gloss foil finish. 

ABsTRAKT high-gloss red
Last year′s price $2395 
High-gloss foil finish.

ABsTRAKT high-gloss grey 
Last year′s price $2395
High-gloss foil finish.

RAMsJÖ white
Tinted lacquered solid birch/birch 

veneer. Glass door available, see 

p.30.

RAMsJÖ brown-black 
Stained, clear lacquered solid beech/

beech veneer. Glass door available, 

see p.30.

TIDAHoLM oak 
Last year′s price $2595 
Clear lacquered solid oak/oak veneer. 

Glass door available, see p.30.

soLÄR white
Last year′s price $2595
Foil finish.

$1095 $1395$1395 $1695

$1695 $1695 $1695

$1995

$1995 $1995 $1995 $1995

$2195 $2195

$2195

$2195

FAKTUM has a 

25-year guarantee. 

Find out more on p.66.

What’s included in the price?

The total price includes FAKTUM cabinets, 

fronts, hinges, drawers, door and drawer 

dampers, worktops (unless otherwise stated), 

interior fittings, cover panels, deco strips/

mouldings, plinths and legs. Your choice of 

accessories, knobs/handles, mixer taps, sinks, 

appliances and lighting are sold separately. 

  TAKE IT HOME TODAY

Your kitchen doors are available in your local IKEA store for 

you to take home today. 

  DELIVERY SERVICE

Need help getting your purchases home? Prompt delivery at 

reasonable rates is easy to arrange. For more service details 

see p.25 or visit www.IKEA.com.au/aa/kitchenservices

Kitchen door fronts
Think of door fronts as the face of your kitchen. They have a big 

impact on the overall feel of a room, so choose one that fits your 

style and budget the best. From there you can even compliment the 

look with optional glass or accent doors.

MoRE KITcHEn DooR FRonTs? VIsIT yoUR IKEA sToRE 2928

LIDInGÖ white
Last year′s price $2395 
Painted finish. Glass door available, 

see p.30.

$1995

new new new



start choosing 3130

glass doors
Glass doors don't just show off your favourite dishes. 

They also add an airy look. Most of ours are designed 

to match fronts with the same name, with the excep-

tion of AVSIKT, which coordinates with all fronts.

accent doors
Accent doors are a quick and simple way to 

personalise a new kitchen or breathe life into an 

older one without breaking the bank. They’re sized to 

match most of our wall and high cabinets.

raMsJÖ black-
brown glass door 
Stained, clear 

lacquered solid 

beech and tempered 

glass.

aVsiKt glass door 
Aluminium and 

tempered glass.

LiDingÖ white 
glass door Painted 

finish and tempered 

glass.

tiDahoLM oak 
glass door Tinted 

lacquered solid oak 

and tempered glass.

stÅt white glass 
door Painted finish 

and tempered glass.  

ÄDEL white glass 
door Foil finish and 

tempered glass.  

rUBriK white door 
Aluminium and 

tempered glass.  

rUBriK stainless 
steel door Foil finish 

in stainless steel.  

rUBriK copper 
effect door 
High-pressure 

melamine laminate.  

rUBriK light 
turquoise door 
Aluminium and 

tempered glass.  

rUBriK aPPLÅD 
light pink door 
Painted finish.  

raMsJÖ white 
glass door Tinted, 

clear lacquered solid 

birch and tempered 

glass.
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6. strEcKEt handle Aluminium. Hole spacing: 

25mm. $5.95/2 pk. 160mm. $13.95/2 pk. 
288mm. $16.95/2 pack. 160mm. $13.95/2 pk. 
Copper-colour.  

7. tYDa handle Stainless steel. Hole spacing: 

128mm. $13.95/2 pk. 320mm. $19.95/2 pk.  
8. Kosing knob $3.95/6 pack. Powder coated 

steel. Ø20mm. Silver-colour.

9. Vinna handle Stainless steel. Hole spacing: 

128mm. $13.95/2 pk. 320mm. $19.95/2 pk.  
10. MEtriK handle Aluminium. Stainless steel 

colour. Hole spacing: 96mm. $7.95/2 pk.   
224mm. $14.95/2 pk. 

11. sPÄnn handle $19.95/2 pk. Brushed 

nickel-plated zinc. Hole spacing: 224mm. Stainless 

steel colour.

12. LinDsDaL knob $9.95/2 pk. Porcelain. 

Ø30mm. White.

13. LinDsDaL handle $13.95/2 pk. Porcelain. 

Hole spacing: 128mm. White.

14. new gLira handle $12.95/2 pack. 
Chrome-plated zinc. Hole spacing: 96mm. 

15. VÄrDE knob $10.95/2 pk. Aluminium. 

Ø20mm.  

16. VÄrDE handle $14.95/2 pk. Aluminium. Hole 

spacing: 128mm. 

17. KLiPPig handle $12.95/2 pk. Aluminium. 

Hole spacing: 96mm. White.

18. new sVEP knob $4.95/2 pk. Powder coated 

zinc. Ø29mm. Black or chrome-plated.

19. new sVEP handle $4.95/2 pk. Powder 

coated zinc. Hole spacing: 128mm. Black or  

chrome-plated.

20. new YstEr handle $7.95/2 pk. ABS 

plastic. Hole spacing: 25mm. Black.

1. new YstEr handle $7.95/2 pk. ABS plastic. 

Hole spacing: 25mm. Red or white.

2. tag handle Matt chrome-plated aluminium. 

Hole spacing: 96mm. $5.95/2 pk. 
128mm. $8.95/2 pk. 
3. attEst handle Stainless steel. Hole spacing: 

128mm. $6.95/2 pk. 224mm. $8.95/2 pk.   
320mm. $11.95/2 pk. 
4. Kosing handle $3.95/6 pk. Powder coated 

steel. Hole spacing: 128mm. Silver-colour.

5. Lansa handle Stainless steel. Hole spacing: 

160mm. $11.95/2 pk.  256mm. $14.95/2 pk. 
352mm. $16.95/2 pk. 544mm. $19.95/2 pk. 
736mm. $24.95/2 pk. 

Kosing handle

$3.95/ ack

Kosing knobs

$3.95/ ack.

new

new

new new

Knobs and handles
Designed to coordinate with our fronts, our knobs and handles 

are an easy and affordable way to put the finishing touches on 

your new kitchen. Or simply touch up the one you’ve been in 

for years.

new
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Precut laminate worktops
Easy to clean, heat- and scratch-resistant, laminate work-
tops are available in lots of finishes.

Lagan:  Laminate worktop with rounded edges. 
 Thickness: 2.8 cm.

PrÄgEL: Laminate worktop with rounded edges. 
 Thickness: 3.8 cm.

nUMErÄr:  Laminate worktops with square edges. 
 Thickness: 3.8 cm.

Length cm: 126 186 220 246
Depth cm: 62 62 60,6 62 

 1. LAGAN white $75

 2. PRÄGEL walnut effect $100 $130 $160

 3. PRÄGEL wood effect white $100 $130 $160

 4. PRÄGEL white $100 $130 $160

 5. PRÄGEL marble effect white $100 $130 $160

 6. PRÄGEL stone effect white $100 $130 $160

 7. PRÄGEL stone effect black $100 $130 $160

 8. NUMERÄR white with metal 
effect edge

$140 $200 $260

 9. NUMERÄR black with metal 
effect edge

$140 $200 $260

 10. NUMERÄR grey with alumini-
um effect edge

$140 $200 $260

 11. NUMERÄR white with alumini-
um effect edge

$140 $200 $260

 12. NUMERÄR white with wood 
effect edge

$140 $200 $260

13. NUMERÄR dark grey with 
wood effect edge

$140 $200 $260

 14. NUMERÄR brown-black with 
metal effect edge

$140 $200 $260

15. NUMERÄR brown with metal 
effect edge

$140 $200 $260

Worktops
Available in a variety of 
coordinated colours, textures 
and materials, these worktops 
can handle years of dough 
kneading, meat pounding and 
hot oil spilling. The bumps and 
bruises of everyday life in the 
kitchen. Choose a precut top 
that you can take home with 
you the same day, or custom-
made tops cut to fit your 
kitchen.

Lagan worktop

$75

Lagan worktop

$160
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nUMErÄr worktop

$260

All worktops (except LAGAN) 
have a 10-year guarantee. 

Find out more in-store.

Precut solid wood worktops
Our wooden worktops age with grace. Pre-treated with oil, 
they’re sturdy and easy to recover from scratches and stains 
with some simple sanding and additional oiling.

Lagan:  Oiled solid beech worktop with square edges. 
 Thickness: 2.8 cm

nUMErÄr:  Solid wood worktops with square edges. 
 Thickness: 3.8 cm.

 Length cm: 126 126 186 246 246

Depth cm: 60,6 62 62 60,6 62 

 16. LAGAN beech $90 $160

17. NUMERÄR birch $180 $260 $340

 18. NUMERÄR beech $180 $260 $340

 19. NUMERÄR oak $210 $300 $390

see even more finishes on the next page.
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Custom-made stone worktops
PERSONLIG custom-made engineered stone worktops 

come with a 10 year limited warranty. The material is non-

porous, has high impact strength, resistant to stains, 

scratches, mould, mildew and does not require resealing.

Material: 95% quartz, 5% resin and pigments.

Available in two thicknesses: 20mm or 40mm. 

Front edge: ARIS or Pencil Round edge.

Maximum length: 3000mm before a joint is required.

Maximum depth: 1225mm.

Maximum overhang: 200mm if unsupported.

20mm thick

40mm thick

 * Price on application. Also available in other colours. For full details, 

visit your IKEA store.

Custom-made acrylic worktops
PERSONLIG custom-made acrylic worktops come with a 15 

year limited warranty. The worktop surface is durable, easy to 

clean and has excellent stain and bacteria resistance. 

Supported with colour-matched adhesives, a virtually 

seamless join can be produced.

Material: polyester and acrylic resin. 

Worktop thickness: 38mm. 

Front edge: ARIS or Pencil Round edge.

Maximum length: 3000mm before a joint is required.

Maximum depth: 1225mm.

38mm thick

 * Price on application. Also available in other colours. For full details, 

visit your IKEA store.

Custom-made laminate worktops
PERSONLIG custom-made laminate worktops from Formica ® 

come with a 7-year limited warranty. All feature Formica ® 

High Pressure Laminate surface, moisture resistant particle 

board substrate and Aquaban underside for increased moisture 

resistance. 

Choice of edge profiles

10

10

Post formed edge on both edges – for a traditional 

look.

10
Post formed upper edge – for a classic look.

Benchtop thickness: 38mm

Maximum length: 3600mm

Maximum depth: 1225mm

 *Price on application. Also available in other colours. For full details, 

visit your IKEA store.

stArt Choosing

Custom-made 
worktops
One way to create an individual kitchen style is 

to design a PERSONLIG custom-made worktop. 

Choose from either engineered stone, acrylic 

or laminate worktops tailored to your space. 

All materials are easy to clean and have excellent 

resistance to stain and moisture. There are also 

a variety of colours, patterned finishes and edge 

profiles. For more information on options, 

guarantees, prices and installation services, 

speak to one of our kitchen specialists at your 

IKEA store.  

3736 More Worktops? Visit your ikeA store

1 Black Magic

2 Dunkel

3 Sten

4 Velvet touch

5 Halva

6 Sago

7 Squid Ink

8 White Pepper

9 Amaretto Stone

10 Blackstone

11 Carbon Moss

12 Cocoa Sand

13 Earth Wash

14 Ebony Oxide

15 Pietro Nero

16 Sand Crystal
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BohoLMEn 1 1/2 bowl 
insert sink with drainer

$129

stainless steel sinks

organisers for BohoLMEn sinks

1. Lagan single-bowl inset sink $69 Fits cabinet frames min. 50cm wide. 
Stainless steel. Ø45, H15cm. 
2. BohoLMEn single-bowl inset sink $109 Fits in a 80cm wide cabinet 
frame. Stainless steel. L58×D50, H18cm.  
3. BohoLMEn inset sink 1 1/2 bowl $129 Reversible; can be used with the 
big bowl to the right or left. Fits cabinet frames min. 80cm wide. Stainless 
steel. L60×D50, H18cm.  
4. BohoLMEn 1 bowl inset sink with drainer $99 Reversible; can be used 
with the drainer to the right or left. Fits cabinet frames min. 50cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L70×D50, H18cm.  
5. BrEDsKÄr sink $349 Fits in cabinet frames 60 cm wide. Stainless steel.   
L52×D46, H18cm.  
6. new BrEDsKÄr sink $399 Fits in a 80 cm wide cabinet frame. Stainless 
steel. L62×D46, H18cm.   

7. EMsEn single-bowl inset sink $199 Fits cabinet frames min. 80cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L80×D52, H21cm.   
8. BohoLMEn 1 bowl inset sink with drainer $119 Reversible; can be used 
with the drainer to the right or left. Fits cabinet frames min. 60cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L96×D50, H18cm.  
9. BohoLMEn 1 1/2 bowl insert sink with drainer $139 Reversible; can be 
used with the drainer to the right or left. Fits cabinet frames min. 60cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L90×D50, H18cm.  
10. BohoLMEn 2 bowl inset sink with drainer $179 Reversible; can be 
used with the drainer to the right or left. Fits cabinet frames min. 80cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L125×D50, H18cm. 

11. BohoLMEn chopping board $7.95 To be placed on top of the bowl; 
provides extra work space on BOHOLMEN sink. 100% polypropylene.   
W27×D45.5cm. Black.
12. BohoLMEn colander $12.95 Fits in the bowl of BOHOLMEN sink; 
handled in order to rest safely on the sink bowl edge. Polypropylene plastic.   
W17×D46, H8cm. Black.
13. BohoLMEn dish drainer $14.95 Fits in the bowl of BOHOLMEN sink; 
clears work space and the drain water does not have to be wiped up.  
Polypropylene plastic. W28×D36, H4.2cm. Black. 

14. BohoLMEn chopping board $24.95 To be placed on top of the bowl; 
provides extra work space on BOHOLMEN sink. Solid beech, Oil. W33×D45cm.   
15. BohoLMEn washing-up bowl $29.95 Makes washing-up easier if you 
have one single sink bowl.  Polyethylene plastic. W30.5×D36, H21.5cm. Black. 

19

DoMsJÖ porcelain sinks organisers for DoMsJÖ sinks

1 2

8

3 64

9 107

5

newLagan 1-bowl 
sink

$69

11 1312 14 15

16 17

16. DoMsJÖ single-bowl inset sink $169 Fits cabinet frames min. 60cm 
wide. Porcelain. W53×D45, H18.3cm. White. 
17. DoMsJÖ double bowl $319 Fits in a 80cm wide cabinet frame. Porcelain.   
W82.4×D64.1, H24.5cm. White.
18. DoMsJÖ rinsing basket $39.95 Fits in DOMSJÖ sink bowl; rests on the 

sink bowl edge for easy rinsing. Stainless steel, Stainless steel. L53×W19.5, 
H5cm.  
19. DoMsJÖ chopping board $24.95 Fits in DOMSJÖ sink bowl; rests on the 
sink bowl edge, thereby providing extra work space. Oil, Solid beech.   
L53×W29cm. 

18

Sinks have a 10-year  
guarantee (Except LAGAN).  

Find out more in-store.

sinks and sink organisers
Whether you choose a single or double bowl, whether it’s smaller 
or larger in size, most of our sinks are reversible to fit the way 
you work in the kitchen. And for all of the ways you use your sink and 
the area around it, our organisers help get the job done easier.

3938

BohoLMEn 1 bowl inset sink 
with drainer

$99

start choosing
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1–2. LoViKEn series WELS 5 Star Rating, 5.5L/

min. Designer: Nike Karlsson. 

1. Dual-control kitchen mixer tap $169 
Powder coated brass. H23cm. Black. 

2. Dual-control kitchen mixer tap $169 
Chrome-plated brass. H23cm.   

3. sUnDsViK single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$99 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Chrome-plated 

brass. H16cm.  

4. Lagan single-lever kitchen mixer tap $29   
WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Chrome-plated 

brass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. H18cm.  

5. tÄrnan single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$119 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Chrome-

plated brass. H18cm.  

6. aLsViK single-lever kitchen mixer tap $149   
WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Nickel-plated brass. 

Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  H35cm. Stainless 

steel colour.

7. hJUViK single-lever kitchen mixer tap $399 
WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Nickel-plated brass. 

Designer: Nike Karlsson. H45cm. Stainless steel 

colour.

8. ELVErDaM single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
pull-out $329 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. 

Nickel-plated brass. H40cm. Stainless steel colour. 

9–12. ringsKÄr series WELS 4 Star Rating, 

7.5 L/min. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  

9. single-lever kitchen mixer tap $199 Powder 

coated brass. H38cm. White.

10. single-lever kitchen mixer tap $199 
Nickel-plated brass. H38cm. Stainless steel colour.

11. single-lever kitchen mixer tap $199 
Chrome-plated brass. H38cm.  

12. new single-lever kitchen mixer tap $199 
Powder coated brass. H38cm. Black.

1

6

87

2

3

4 5

taps
All of our taps are designed to coordinate perfectly with the rest of the 

kitchen. And no matter which style you choose, most save 30% water 

without sacrificing water flow. That’s good news for your dishes, energy bill 

and even the environment.

All kitchen taps have  

a 10-year guarantee  

(except LAGAN).  

Find out more on page 66.

9 1110 12

Lagan single-lever kitchen 
mixer tap

$29

4140

new
ringsKÄr single-lever 
kitchen mixer tap
Last year′s price $239

$199



More APPLIANCeS? VISIt www.IKeA.CoM.Au

PrAKtFuLL Pro B80 extractor hood

Last year′s price $950

$850

SNABB MBI A80 microwave oven 

$799

LEFT PAGE:

FAKtuM kitchen with ABStrAKt red high-gloss doors/

drawer fronts $4780 ABSTRAKT doors/drawer fronts in foil 
finish. Styled with VINNA stainless steel handles and NUMERÄR 
aluminium effect grey laminate worktop. 
FrAMtId Cg7 cooker with gas hob $1595 W90×D60, 
H91cm. Stainless steel.
PrAKtFuLL Pro B80 extractor hood $850 W89.8×D50, 
H89–123cm. Stainless steel. 
SNABB MBI A80 microwave oven $799 W59.5×D32, 
H34.7cm. Stainless steel.

APPLIANCeS

Appliances
When we developed our appliances we thought about your 
everyday life in the kitchen and how we can make it easier. 

When you're buying a kitchen, first consider what type of cook 
you are – an ambitious amateur or a pasta pro – and how 
often you cook. Then it will be easier to decide which chef-
friendly functions match your cooking needs – from quick heat 
microwave ovens and ovens with pizza functions to gas and glass 
ceramic hobs.

Our built-in appliances are also designed to match and fit IKEA 
kitchens to make the look just as smooth as the function. And 
they’re durable too, which is why we include a 2-year guarantee 
in the low price. That way you can enjoy your kitchen every day, 
for years to come.

All IKEA appliances have a 
2-year guarantee. Find out 

more on page 66.

4342
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Ovens

cooker

Microwave ovens

MUMsig Obi 183 oven $535

3 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 60L. 

W59.5×D56.5, H59.5cm. White.

MUMsig Obi c80 oven $895

8 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 52L. 

W59.5×D56.4, H59.5cm. Stainless 

steel.

MUMsig Obi 185 oven $590

5 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 60L. 

W59.5×D56.5, H59.5cm. White.

MUMsig Obi M80 oven $795 

5 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 

Mechanical clock. 52L. W59.5×D56.4, 

H59.5cm. Anthracite.

snabb Mbi a80 microwave oven 

$899 3D emission system. Steam 

cooking function. Output power 

microwave: 750W. 22L. W59.5×D32, 

H34.7cm. Anthracite.

MUMsig Obi 185 oven $650 

5 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 60L. 

W59.5×D56.5, H59.5cm. Stainless 

steel.

MUMsig Obi s80 oven $995 

8 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 52L. 

W59.5×D56.4, H59.5cm. White.

snabb Mbi a80 microwave oven 

$799 3D emission system. Steam 

cooking function. Output power 

microwave: 750W. 22L. W59.5×D32, 

H34.7cm. Stainless steel.

praktfUll series Stainless steel.  

prO a80 cooker with gas hob 

$1595 6 cooking functions and 5 

burners. W90×D60, H85cm.   

prO b80 extractor hood $850 

3 speed fan. Extraction rate 

380m³/h. 2x20W halogen bulbs. 

W89.8×D50, H89–123cm.   

prO c00 splash-back $150 

W89.5×H65cm. 

renlig dwh b80 dishwasher 

$899 12 place settings. Height 

adjustable upper rack. Water 

consumption: 16 litres/full cycle. 

Noise level (IEC): 48 dB (A). 

W59.7×D55.5, H82cm. 

energisk sbs 640l fridge/ 

freezer $1899 W83.5×D78, H170cm. 

Satina.

dishwasherfridge/freezer

All IKEA appliances have a 

2-year guarantee. Find out 

more on page 66.

Our ovens and microwave ovens have a number of functions for different needs  

some can be programmed for preparing meals in advance and others have 

catalytic cleaning to help keep the oven clean. All of them can be built into 

FAKTUM cabinets, which makes it possible for you to place it at an ergonomic 

height. The dishwasher, with a 3 star water rating, is fully integrated, so you 

can choose a front that matches your kitchen doors.
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elDiG hob 280 gas hob $450 

4 burners. Removable pot support for 

easy cleaning. W58×D50, H4.1cm. 

Anthracite.

elDiG hob 480 gas hob $650 

4 burners. Removable pot support in 

durable cast iron for increased 

stability. W58×D51, H4.9cm. Black.

elDiG hob 581 gas hob $350 

4 burners. Practical electronic 

ignition; no matches needed. 

W59×D50, H9cm. Stainless steel.

elDiG hob 583 gas hob $750 

5 burners. Double flame burner; 

practical for wok cooking. W86×D50, 

H9cm. Stainless steel.

cooktops

Range hoods

luftiG hoo M80 extractor hood $650 

Extraction rate in exhausting mode: 400m³/h. 

Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 57 dB (A). 

W59.5×D51.5, H81–113cm. Anthracite.

luftiG hoo e80 extractor hood $595 

Extraction rate in exhausting mode: 400m³/h. 

Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 57 dB (A). 

W59.5×D49, H79–105cm. Stainless steel.

luftiG hoo p80 extractor hood $850 

Extraction rate in exhausting mode: 560m³/h. 

Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 66 dB (A). 

W89.8×D50, H75.5–121.5cm. Stainless steel.

elDiG hob 581 gas hob $295 

4 burners. Practical electronic 

ignition; no matches needed. 

W59×D50, H9cm. White.

elDiG hob 582 gas hob $550 

4 burners. Practical electronic 

ignition; no matches needed. Double 

flame burner; practical for wok 

cooking. W59×D50, H9cm. Stainless 

steel.

elDiG hob 681 glass ceramic hob 

$450 4 radiant zones. Restheat 

indicator light for increased safety. 

W58×D51, H4.8cm. Stainless steel.

Our cooktops come in a range of functions and designs. Glass ceramic 

cooktops offer even heating and are easy to clean, while gas cooktops are 

instantly responsive and have automatic shut-off safety valves. 

Coordinated with our cooktops, our hoods efficiently remove food odour 

and steam and come in a variety of designs.
All IKEA appliances have a 

2-year guarantee. Find out 

more on page 66.

elDiG hob 681 glass ceramic hob

last year′s price $649

$450

pRaKtfull pRo b80 extractor hood $850 

Extraction rate in exhausting mode: 380m³/h. 

Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 65 dB (A). 

W89.8×D50, H89–123cm. Stainless steel.

luftiG hoo 482 $495 W60×D50, H71cm. 

Stainless steel.

luftiG hoo 483 s extractor hood $595 

W90×D50, H71cm. Stainless steel.

4746



Easy to find, 
easy to use.
Whether your kitchen is brand new or has been 

cooked in for years, it’s the details that really 

make it work for you. The little things that keep 

you organised and make life and the kitchen 

just a bit neater.
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1. new raTioNeLL Variera insert for spice 

jars $5.95 To be placed in a drawer for easy-to-

overview and easily accessible storage of spices. 

Plastic. W10×D40cm. White.

2. new raTioNeLL series Aluminium.  

Drawer divider basic unit $15

Drawer divider add-on unit $5  

3. raTioNeLL Variera foil roll holder $12.95 

Holder with cutting blade; easy to cut the foil 

straight into pieces of the right size. Anodised 

aluminium. L36.5×D5.5, H5cm. Grey.

4. new raTioNeLL Variera series 

Recycled PET plastic. Designer: Marcus Arvonen. 

Also available in red.

Box $5.95 W24×D17, H10.5cm. White.

Box $9.95 W33.5×D24, H14.5cm. White.

5. raTioNeLL Variera spice rack with 6 jars 

$19.95 To be placed on the inside of a kitchen 

door or on the wall for easy-to-overview and easily 

accessible storage of spices. Anodised aluminium. 

W36×D6, H11.5cm. Grey.

6. new raTioNeLL knife tray $29.95 To be 

placed in the drawer for easy to overview and 

access storage of knives. Clear lacquered solid 

birch. L50.1×W20, H5cm.

7. new raTioNeLL Variera cutlery tray 

$3.95 Dimensioned for RATIONELL drawer 60 cm 

wide; makes maximum use of the space. 

Polypropylene plastic. W51×D50, H4.5cm. White.

inside organisers
A love of cooking usually leads to a load of cooking tools. And a whole lot of clutter. The right 

organisers keep knives safely stowed away, spice jars nestled together, and every other thing 

right in its place. No matter how big, small or awkwardly shaped.

5150

raTioNeLL Variera cutlery tray 

$3.95

raTioNeLL Variera 

insert for spice jars

$5.95

new

new
new
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1. new raTioNeLL series Clear lacquer solid 

birch. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.

cutlery tray basic unit $14.95 L50.1×W31cm. 

cutlery tray add-on unit $10 W20.0×D50.1, 

H5.0cm. 

2. raTioNeLL Variera series Clear acrylic 

lacquered solid beech. Designer: Nike Karlsson.

Plate holder $9.95 W12–19×H20cm. 

Plate holder $12.95 W19–32×H20cm. 

3. raTioNeLL Variera pot lid organiser 

$7.95 Adjustable; adapt length due to storage 

needs. Stainless steel. L8.5–50×W14.5, H10cm. 

4. raTioNeLL Variera series Steel, Pigmented 

powder coating. 

shelf insert $5.95 W32×D13, H16cm. White.

shelf insert $7.95 W32×D28, H16cm. White.

5. raTioNeLL corner base cabinet pull-out 

fitting $190 Adjustable shelves; adapt spacing 

according to your personal storage needs. 

Melamine foil finish and steel. L105×W52, H6cm. 

Grey.

6. FaKTUM high cabinet with pull-out 

storage/2 wire baskets $700 Fully-extending 

drawers; for easy overview and access to the 

contents. Steel, Pigmented epoxy/polyester 

powder coating. W60×D60, H211cm. Nexus 

brown-black.inside organisers for storing
The secret to staying organised in the kitchen is having a special place to store each item. 

No matter how big, small or awkwardly shaped.

4

5 6

More iNside orgaNisers? VisiT yoUr iKea sTore 5352

raTioNeLL Variera 

pot lid organiser

$7.95

new
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4. raTioNeLL recycling bag $14.95 

Can be hung on the wall, placed on the floor 

or put in FAKTUM high cabinet; practical for 

recycling. Polyamide plastic and steel. Designer: 

Marcus Arvonen. W27×D33, H54cm. 

5. new raTioNeLL cleaning interior $75 

Melamine foil finish and plastic. Designer: Marcus 

Arvonen. Frame W60cm. H190cm. 

Waste sorting and cleaning
Sorting through recycling and compost doesn't need to be a time-consuming, messy job. 

With organisers to help sort waste and make sense of cleaning supplies, chores suddenly 

feel a little bit less like chores.

1. raTioNeLL series Plastic. Designer: Marcus 

Arvonen.

Waste sorting bin $11.95 14L. 

Waste sorting bin $14.95 32L.

Waste sorting bin $19.95/3 pack. 12L.

2. raTioNeLL Variera plastic bag dispenser 

$3.95 Ideal for storage of plastic bags, toilet/

kitchen rolls, gloves, socks, etc. Polypropylene 

plastic. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. 

W16×D13, H45cm. Pink.

3. raTioNeLL Variera waste bin $5.95 

Easy to remove and carry; makes emptying the bin 

simple. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: Marcus 

Arvonen. 10L. White.

4 5

2 3

1

With shelving for cleaning 
supplies in the front and a 

space for the vacuum 
cleaner behind them, this 
flexible insert makes the 
most of a high cabinet.

raTioNeLL Variera 

waste bin

$5.95

5554

new



wall panels and shelves

1–5 FasTBO series Can be fastened to the wall; using an adhesive suitable 

for your wall at home. Can be cut to desired size. Reversible; different 

expressions on the two sides for variation. High-pressure melamine laminate 

Designer: Ellinor Portinson.  

1. new wall panel $30 W60×H50cm. Flower white/white. 

2. wall panel $30 W60×H50cm. Tile pattern black/black. 

3. new wall panel $30 W60×H50cm. Striped blue/orange. 

4. new wall panel $30  W60×H50cm. Tile pattern white/brown. 

5. wall panel $30 W60×H50cm. Stainless steel colour. 

6-9 MaRGInal series 1 edging strip included, which means that the wall 

shelf can be cut to desired length. Coordinated with the kitchen fronts in color. 

Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  Max. load 15kg.

6. wall shelf with retaining edge $49 W120×D18cm. Black.

7. wall shelf with retaining edge $69 W120×D18cm. High-gloss red. 

8. wall shelf with retaining edge $69 W120×D18cm. Stainless steel colour. 

9. wall shelf with retaining edge $49 W120×D18cm. White. 

10–11 new nORRTORp series Has the same depth as FAKTUM wall 

cabinets; makes it easy to create a fully integrated look. Stained, clear 

lacquered solid pine. Max. load/shelf 38kg.

10. wall shelf $89 W120×D35, H73cm. Antique stain. 

11. wall shelf $89 W120×D35, H73cm. Black.

12–13 new FÖRhÖJa series Can be hung under a wall cabinet or 

on the wall. Painted finish. Max. load/shelf 8kg. 

12. wall cabinet $29 W30×D25, H30cm. Black.

13. wall cabinet $29 W30×D25, H30cm. White.

1

10

11

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

12 13

wall panels and shelves

NORRTORP shelves are 
sized to fit perfectly 

between or next to FAKTUM 
wall cabinets.

new

new

new

new

new

new new

MaRGInal wall shelf with retaining 
edge

$49/ea

new

5756 wall panels and shelves



1

32
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GRUNDTAL series Stainless steel. Designer: 

Mikael Warnhammar.

Magnetic knife rack $22.95 L53×H4cm. 

Container $14.95/3 pack. Ø9.5cm. 

Wall shelf $49 L80×D27cm. 

Spice rack $24.95 W32×D8, H46cm. 

Rail $12.95 L53cm. 

Cutlery stand $14.95 Stainless steel and plastic. 

W12.5×H23.2cm. White.

Rail $19.95 L120cm. 

S-hook $3.95/5 pack. H7cm. 

Wall rack/dish drainer $14.95 W30×D18, 

H22cm. 

THIS pagE:

1. BYGEL series powder coated steel and plastic. 

new Container 95c/ea L13×W12, H13cm. 

assorted colours.

Rail $5.95/ea L100cm. Silver-colour.

S-hook $2.95/10 pack. H7cm. Silver-colour.

Dish drainer $9.95 L31×W29, H11cm. Silver-

colour.

new S-hook $1.95/6 pack. assorted colours.

new Magnetic knife rack $3.95/ea L12cm. 

assorted colours

2. KROKEN series powder coated and galvanised 

steel. Designer: Tina Christensen. Black.

Rail $7.95 Can also be used as a towel rail. 

L80cm. 

Kitchen roll holder $4.95 H34.6cm. 

Spice rack $9.95 W27.9×D9.5, H31cm. 

Cutlery stand $3.95 Ø12.9, H25.5cm. 

Magnetic knife rack $12.95 L50×H3cm. 

Dish drainer $22.95 W37.5×D29, H13.5cm. 

3. ASKER series aluminium. Designer: Sigga 

Heimis.

Suspension rail $19.95 L120cm. 

Container $14.95 glazed stoneware. Ø14, H16cm. 

White.

Container $9.95 glazed stoneware. Ø12, H13cm. 

White.

Kitchen roll holder $15.95 W38×D11, H21cm. 

White.

Dish drainer $49 Max. load 10kg. W39×D29, 

H30cm. 

Hook $8.95/5 pack. H8cm. aluminium-colour.

Magnetic knife rack $24.95 L38×H4cm. 

  

Wall organisers

GRUNDTAL rail

$19.95

BYGEL rail

$5.95

KROKEN spice rack

$9.95

new

new

new

WALL ORGANiSERS MORE WALL ORGANiSERS? ViSiT YOUR iKEA STORE 5958



trolleys

1

6
8

7

2 3

4

5

1. UtBy kitchen island $459 Stainless steel; 
gives a strong and durable surface that is easy to 
keep clean. Anchor fitting for fixing to floor 
included. Stainless steel. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. L120×D60, 90cm. 
2. FÖrHÖJA kitchen trolley $169 Gives you 
extra storage, utility and work space. FÖRHÖJA 
cutlery trays fit in on the shelves. Solid birch. 
Designer: Nike Karlsson. L100×W43, H90cm.  
3. steNstorP kitchen trolley $349 Gives you 
extra storage, utility and work space. Solid oak. 
Designer: Carina Bengs. L79×W51, H90cm. White. 
4. BeKVÄM kitchen trolley $99 Solid wood; can 
be sanded and surface treated as required. Solid 
birch. L60×W50, H85cm.  

5. steNstorP kitchen island $649 
Free-standing kitchen island; easy to place where 
you want it in the kitchen. Bar stools with seat 
height 63cm fit in well with this kitchen island. 
Solid oak. Designer: Carina Bengs. L126×W79, 
H90cm. White.
6. UDDeN kitchen trolley $119 Gives you extra 
storage, utility and work space. Stainless steel. 
Designer: Ehlén Johansson. L54×W54, H83cm. 
Silver-colour.
7. VÄrDe shelving unit $499 Freestanding unit; 
easy to install and move. Solid birch. Designer: 
Mikael Warnhammar. W146×D37, H90cm.  

8. FlyttA kitchen trolley $299 Gives you extra 
storage, utility and work space. Stainless steel. 
Designer: Nicholai Wiig Hansen. L98×W57, H86cm.  

BeKVÄM kitchen trolley

$99

UDDeN kitchen trolley

$119

trolleys
When counter space just isn’t enough, a trolley can give you an extra work 
surface. And with wheels it’s easy to roll everything straight to the dining 
area and back.

 

trolleys 6160



FAKTUM cabinet buying guide
Base cabinets height 70 cm, depth 60 cm incl. door.
Base cabinet height 86 cm incl. plinth. Prices include frame, doors, hinges, drawers, carousel, pull-out fitting, wire baskets and shelves where shown. 
Drawer and door dampers are included in all combinations. Legs, plinth and knobs/handles sold separately. RUBRIK door in coloured glass is 
available in light turquoise or white, handle included.

* Complete with RATIONELL bins for practical waste sorting. The bins are designed to 
suit the width of the cabinets and different types of waste sorting. 

 For more information see RATIONELL buying guide for waste sorting.

With 2 shelves With 2 shelves For sink unit For sink 
unit, 2 

drawers

For sink 
unit,

2 drawers

For waste 
sorting*

For sink 
unit/
waste 

sorting*

For 
DOMSJÖ  
double 
sink

With 3 drawers With 5 drawers With pull-out larder With 2 wire baskets With drawer and 
2 shelves

For oven,  
1 drawer

Corner cabi-
net with pull-
out fitting** 

Corner  
cabinet with  
carousel**

To be completed with either 
plinths/legs or visible legs.

     

Width in cm 30 40 50 60 60 80 50 60 80 60 80 40 60 80 40 60 80 40 60 30 40 50 40 60 60 80 60 120x60 90x90

Cabinet number (code) FA 100 FA 101 FA 102 FA 103 FA 104 FA 105 FA 106 FA 107 FA 109 FA 139 FA 141 FA 160 FA 161 FA 110 FA 111 FA 112 FA 113 FA 114 FA 115 FA 116 FA 117 FA 118 FA 130 FA 132 FA 124 FA 138 FA 122 FA 157 FA 159

HÄRLIG white $70 $90 $110 $130 $130 $170 $90 $105 $135 $225 $275 $195 $165 $125 $240 $290 $350 $305 $380 $200 $245 $260 $125 $175 $185 $235 $150 $390 $325

APPLÅD black, white $80 $100 $125 $150 $150 $190 $105 $125 $155 $250 $295 $205 $185 $145 $250 $310 $370 $315 $395 $210 $255 $275 $135 $195 $210 $265 $155 $410 $340

RUBRIK APPLÅD light pink - $100 - $150 - $190 - $125 $155 - - - - - - - - - - - $255 - $135 $195 - - - $410 -

NEXUS  birch, brown-black $90 $115 $145 $175 $170 $220 $125 $150 $185 $280 $325 $225 $210 $165 $270 $335 $400 $340 $425 $220 $270 $295 $150 $220 $240 $295 $165 $435 $360

STÅT white $90 $115 $145 $175 $170 $220 $125 $150 $185 $280 $325 $225 $210 $165 $270 $335 $400 $340 $425 $220 $270 $295 $150 $220 $240 $295 $165 $435 $360

RUBRIK white, light turquoise - $115 - $175 - $220 - $150 $185 - - - - - - - - - - - $270 - $150 $220 - - - $435 -

ABSTRAKT red, white, grey, black $110 $140 $185 $225 $210 $270 $165 $200 $235 $340 $390 $265 $260 $205 $310 $385 $465 $380 $480 $240 $295 $335 $175 $270 $300 $360 $165 $485 $400

LIDINGÖ white $110 $140 $185 $225 $210 $270 $165 $200 $235 $340 $390 $265 $260 $205 $310 $385 $465 $380 $480 $240 $295 $335 $175 $270 $300 $360 $165 $485 $400

ÄDEL white $110 $140 $185 $225 $210 $270 $165 $200 $235 $340 $390 $265 $260 $205 $310 $385 $465 $380 $480 $240 $295 $335 $175 $270 $300 $360 $165 $485 $400

RUBRIK stainless steel $110 $140 - $225 $210 $270 - $200 $235 $340 $390 - $260 - - $385 $465 $380 - $240 $295 - $175 $270 $300 - $165 $485 $400

RUBRIK copper effect - $140 - $225 - $270 - $200 $235 - - - - - - - - - - - $295 - $175 $270 - - - $485 -

SOLÄR white $120 $150 $200 $245 $230 $290 $180 $220 $255 $365 $420 $285 $285 $225 $330 $410 $495 $405 $500 $250 $305 $350 $185 $290 $325 $390 $175 $505 $415

RAMSJÖ white, black-brown $120 $150 $200 $245 $230 $290 $180 $220 $255 $365 $420 $285 $285 $225 $330 $410 $495 $405 $500 $250 $305 $350 $185 $290 $325 $390 $175 $505 $415

TIDAHOLM oak $120 $150 $200 $245 $230 $290 $180 $220 $255 $365 $420 $285 $285 $225 $330 $410 $495 $405 $500 $250 $305 $350 $185 $290 $325 $390 $175 $505 $415

FRAME ONLY $45 $55 $65 $75 $75 $95 $65 $75 $95 $75 $95 $55 $75 $95 $55 $75 $95 $55 $75 $45 $55 $65 $55 $75 $75 $95 $75 $170 $180

QUANTITY/TOTAL

Wall cabinets. Depth 37 cm, incl. door, unless otherwise stated.
Wall cabinets with glass doors have tempered glass shelves. Prices include frame, doors, hinges, dish drainer, carousel and shelves where shown. 
Drawer and door dampers are included in all combinations. Knobs/handles sold separately. RUBRIK door in coloured glass is available in light 
turquoise or white, handle included.

With 2 shelves With 2 shelves Corner 
cabinet, 

D52cm**

For micro-
wave 

oven or 
espresso 
maker*

With 2 shelves With 2 shelves Corner 
cabinet,  

D52cm**

For micro-
wave oven 
or espresso 

maker*

With sliding doors Horizontal 
wall cabinet*

Horizontal wall 
cabinet with glass 

door*

With glass door 
and  

2 glass shelves

With glass door 
and 

2 glass shelves

With glass doors 
and  

2 glass shelves

With glass doors 
and   

2 glass shelves

Fan cabinet With dish 
drainer

With dish 
drainer 
and 1 
shelf

  

WidthxHeight in cm 30x70 40x70 50x70 60x70 60x70 80x70 60/60x70 60x70 30x92 40x92 50x92 60x92 60x92 80x92 60/60x92 60x92 120x70 120x92 70x40 92x40 70x40 92x40 30x70 40x70 30x92 40x92 60x70 80x70 60x92 80x92 60x35 60x57 60x70 60x92
Cabinet number (code) FA 300 FA 301 FA 302 FA 303 FA 304 FA 305 FA 306 FA 307 FA 308 FA 309 FA 310 FA 311 FA 312 FA 313 FA 314 FA 315 FA 348 FA 349 FA 324 FA 325 FA 326 FA 327 FA 316 FA 317 FA 328 FA 329 FA 320 FA 321 FA 332 FA 333 FA 336 FA 337 FA 342 FA 344

HÄRLIG white $55 $75 $95 $115 $115 $155 $180 $105 $65 $85 $105 $125 $130 $170 $195 $115 $360 $405 $125 $145 - - - - - - - - - - $65 $80 $150 $185

APPLÅD black, white $65 $85 $110 $135 $135 $175 $190 $115 $75 $100 $125 $150 $150 $200 $210 $130 $400 $455 $135 $160 - - - - - - - - - - $75 $95 $170 $205

RUBRIK APPLÅD light pink - $85 - $135 - $175 - - - $100 - $150 - $200 - - $400 $455 $135 $160 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NEXUS  birch, brown-black, brown $75 $100 $130 $160 $155 $205 $205 $130 $90 $120 $150 $185 $180 $240 $230 $150 $450 $525 $150 $180 - - - - - - - - - - $90 $115 $190 $235

STÅT white $75 $100 $130 $160 $155 $205 $205 $130 $90 $120 $150 $185 $180 $240 $230 $150 $450 $525 $150 $180 $175 $220 $100 $130 $120 $165 $200 $260 $235 $325 $90 $115 $190 $235

RUBRIK white, light turquoise - $100 - $160 - $205 - - - $120 - $185 - $240 - - $450 $525 $150 $180 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ABSTRAKT red, white, grey, black $95 $125 $170 $210 $195 $255 $230 $155 $115 $160 $200 $245 $230 $320 $270 $190 $550 $645 $175 $220 - - - - - - - - - - $115 $155 $230 $285

LIDINGÖ white $95 $125 $170 $210 $195 $255 $230 $155 $115 $160 $200 $245 $230 $320 $270 $190 $550 $645 $175 $220 $185 $235 $110 $140 $130 $180 $220 $280 $255 $355 $115 $155 $230 $285

ÄDEL white $95 $125 $170 $210 $195 $255 $230 $155 $115 $160 $200 $245 $230 $320 $270 $190 $550 $645 $175 $220 $185 $235 $110 $140 $130 $180 $220 $280 $255 $355 $115 $155 $230 $285

RUBRIK stainless steel $95 $125 - $210 $195 $255 $230 $155 - - - $245 - - $270 $190 $550 $645 $175 - - - - - - - - - - - $115 $155 $230 -

RUBRIK copper effect - $125 - $210 - $255 - - - $160 - $245 - $320 - - $550 $645 $175 $220 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SOLÄR white $105 $135 $185 $230 $215 $275 $240 $165 $125 $175 $220 $270 $250 $350 $285 $205 $590 $695 $185 $235 - - - - - - - - - - $125 $170 $250 $305

RAMSJÖ white, black-brown $105 $135 $185 $230 $215 $275 $240 $165 $125 $175 $220 $270 $250 $350 $285 $205 $590 $695 $185 $235 $200 $255 $120 $155 $145 $200 $240 $310 $285 $395 $125 $170 $250 $305

TIDAHOLM oak $105 $135 $185 $230 $215 $275 $240 $165 $125 $175 $220 $270 $250 $350 $285 $205 $590 $695 $185 $235 $200 $255 $120 $155 $145 $200 $240 $310 $285 $395 $125 $170 $250 $305

FRAME ONLY $35 $45 $55 $65 $65 $85 $120 $65 $40 $50 $60 $70 $70 $90 $130 $70 $130 $140 $115 $130 $115 $130 $35 $45 $40 $50 $65 $85 $70 $90 $45 $55 $65 $70

QUANTITY/TOTAL

BUYING GUIDE BUYING GUIDE 6362

 * * Corner cabinets do not include door dampers.



With 4 shelves With 5 shelves With pull-out larder 
and 2 wire baskets

With pull-out larder 
and 2 wire baskets

With 5 drawers and 
1 wire basket

With 4 drawers and 
2 wire baskets

With  
sliding 
doors

With 4 shelves 
D37 cm

With 5 drawers and  
2 shelves, D37 cm

For oven For FRAMTID MW3 and MW4 microwave 

oven and oven**

To be completed with either 
plinths/legs or visible legs.

WidthxHeight in cm incl. plinth 40x211 60x211 40x233 60x233 40x211 60x211 40x233 60x233 40x211 60x211 40x233 60x233 120x211 40x211 60x211 80x211 40x211 60x211 80x211 60x141* 60x211 60x211 60x233 60x233 60x211 60x211 60x233 60x233

Cabinet number (code) FA 506 FA 507 FA 510 FA 511 FA 528 FA 529 FA 530 FA 531 FA 524 FA 525 FA 526 FA 527 FA 533 FA 500 FA 501 FA 502 FA 521 FA 522 FA 523 FA 710 FA 711 FA 715 FA 716 FA 717 FA 718 FA 719 FA 720 FA 721

HÄRLIG white $210 $275 $280 $345 $460 $585 $510 $625 $530 $660 $565 $690 $1420 $190 $255 $320 $455 $585 $730 $300 $330 $475 $395 $505 $300 $410 $385 $495

APPLÅD black, white $240 $315 $320 $400 $495 $635 $550 $680 $560 $700 $605 $745 $1500 $220 $295 $380 $485 $625 $790 $315 $370 $515 $440 $545 $330 $435 $420 $525

RUBRIK APPLÅD light pink $240 $315 - - - - - - $560 $700 - - $1500 $220 $295 $380 $485 $625 $790 - - - - - - - - -

NEXUS  birch, brown-black $280 $370 $375 $475 $545 $700 $605 $755 $600 $755 $660 $820 $1610 $260 $350 $460 $525 $680 $870 $340 $425 $570 $505 $605 $375 $475 $470 $570

STÅT white $280 $370 $375 $475 $545 $700 $605 $755 $600 $755 $660 $820 $1610 $260 $350 $460 $525 $680 $870 $340 $425 $570 $505 $605 $375 $475 $470 $570

RUBRIK white, light turquoise $280 $370 - - - - - - $600 $755 - - $1610 $260 $350 $460 $525 $680 $870 - - - - - - - - -

ABSTRAKT red, white, grey, black $355 $475 $475 $610 $630 $825 $705 $890 $675 $860 $760 $955 $1820 $335 $455 $610 $600 $785 $1020 $370 $515 $660 $605 $695 $440 $530 $550 $640

LIDINGÖ white $355 $475 $475 $610 $630 $825 $705 $890 $675 $860 $760 $955 $1820 $335 $455 $610 $600 $785 $1020 $370 $515 $660 $605 $695 $440 $530 $550 $640

ÄDEL white $355 $475 $475 $610 $630 $825 $705 $890 $675 $860 $760 $955 $1820 $335 $455 $610 $600 $785 $1020 $370 $515 $660 $605 $695 $440 $530 $550 $640

RUBRIK stainless steel - - - $610 $630 $825 - $890 - - - $955 - - - - - - - $370 $515 $660 $605 $695 $440 $530 $550 $640

RUBRIK copper effect $355 $475 - - - - - - $675 $860 - - $1820 $335 $455 $610 $600 $785 $1020 - - - - - - - - -

SOLÄR white - - $515 $665 $665 $875 $745 $945 - - $800 $1010 - - - - - - - $395 $560 $710 $655 $745 $475 $565 $590 $680

RAMSJÖ white, black-brown $385 $515 $515 $665 $665 $875 $745 $945 $705 $900 $800 $1010 $1900 $365 $495 $670 $630 $825 $1080 $395 $560 $710 $655 $745 $475 $565 $590 $680

TIDAHOLM oak $385 $515 $515 $665 $665 $875 $745 $945 $705 $900 $800 $1010 $1900 $365 $495 $670 $630 $825 $1080 $395 $560 $710 $655 $745 $475 $565 $590 $680

FRAME ONLY $130 $160 $190 $220 $130 $160 $190 $220 $130 $160 $190 $220 $320 $120 $150 $160 $120 $150 $160 $140 $210 $210 $270 $270 $210 $210 $270 $270

QUANTITY/TOTAL

High and Built in cabinets. The cabinet height includes the plinth, height 16cm. 
Depth 60cm incl. door, unless otherwise stated.

High cabinets with glass doors have tempered glass shelves. Prices include frame, doors, hinges, shelves, wire baskets, pull-out cleaning storage 

and drawers where shown. Drawer and door dampers are included in all combinations. Legs, plinth and knobs/handles sold separately. 

RUBRIK door in coloured glass is available in light turquoise or white, handle included.

*  To be completed with a worktop to match your kitchen.

6564 BUYING GUIDE BUYING GUIDE

PERFEKT All The Accessories And Prices

Cover panels can be fixed to the end of frames to match your kitchen doors and drawers. Strips 

can be used both under wall cabinets and as moulding strips fitted at the top of wall cabinets.

* Can be used as an end shelf of a wall cabinet or base 

cabinet, or be mounted between cabinets.

Cover 
panels 

for base 
cabinets

Cover panels for 
wall cabinets

Cover panels for 
high cabinets

Deco strip/
moulding  
Rounded Contoured

Wine shelf* with space for

Shelf*

End shelf for

10 bottles 12 bottles wall cabinet base 
cabinet

Cover panels can be fixed to the end of 
frames to match your kitchen doors and 
drawers. Strips can be used both under  
wall cabinets and as moulding strips fitted  
at the top of wall cabinets.

Widthx(Depth)xHeight in cm 60x70 37x76 37x99 60x195 60x217 L220xH6 L220xH6 20x37x70 20x37x92 20x37x70 20x37x92 30x37x70 30x37x92 30x60x70

APPLÅD white  $30 $25 $30 $65 $75 $40 - - - $95 $115 - - -

APPLÅD black $30 $25 $30 $65 $75 $40 - - - $95 $115 - - -

NEXUS birch veneer $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - $125 $150 - - -

NEXUS brown-black oak veneer $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - $125 $150 - - -

NEXUS brown $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - $125 $150 - - -
STÅT white $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 $40 $ 120 $ 140 - - $100 $130 $150
ABSTRAKT high gloss white foil $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - $95 $115 - - -

ABSTRAKT high gloss black foil $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - - - - - -

ABSTRAKT high gloss grey foil $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - - - - - -

ABSTRAKT high gloss red foil $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 - - - - - - - -

LIDINGÖ white $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 $40 $120 $ 140 - - $100 $ 130 $150

ÄDEL white $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 $40 $40 $120 $ 140 - - $100 $ 130 $150

RUBRIK stainless steel $55 $45 $50 $110 $130 - - - - $125 $150 - - -

SOLÄR white $65 $60 $65 $125 $145 $40 - - - $95 $115 - - -

RAMSJÖ white $65 $60 $65 $125 $145 - $40 - - - - - - -

RAMSJÖ black $65 $60 $65 $125 $145 - $40 - - - - - - -

TIDAHOLM oak $65 $60 $65 $125 $145 $40 - - - $125 $150 - - -

QUANTITY/TOTAL

Choose plinths and legs 
FAKTUM base and high cabinets can be used with a choice of plinths/legs 

or visible legs giving you an option of integrated or freestanding design. 

Choose 11cm high legs for a working height of 85 cm, 16 cm high legs for 

90 cm and 21 cm high legs for 95 cm.

FAKTUM adjustable legs, 4-pack. For use together with pllinth, 
mounting fittings included. Each leg will support a maximum load of 
125kg.

H16-17cm $10

H21-22cm $15

PERFEKT plinths, Can be cut to desired length. Wall strip and one extra 
edging strip are included for installation. 
L220×H16 cm. Birch veneer, black foil, black beech veneer, brown oak 
veneer, brown-black oak veneer, high gloss grey foil, high gloss red foil, 
oak veneer, stainless steel colour foil, white foil, white birch veneer. 
L220×H21 cm. Stainless steel colour foil, white foil.

H16cm $35

H21cm $40

CAPITA adjustable legs, 4-pack. Stainless steel.

H11–12cm $15
H16–17cm $20
H21–22cm $35

UTBY adjustable leg. 2-pack. Stainless steel. The legs must be fixed 
to the floor when used in a kitchen island. Anchor fitting for fixing to 
floor included. Screws are sold separately; choose screws which are 
suitable to the material.

H16cm $20

UTBY
UTBY shelving unit of stainless steel have adjustable legs 

so that it stands steady on uneven surfaces too. 

Anchor fitting for fixing to the floor included. 

Choose between tabletops in the same series or a pre-cut 

or made-to-measure worktop.

Do you need a larger work surface with a practical 
storage place? Then, you can extend your kitchen with 
UTBY shelving unit and a matching worktop. The open 
shelf gives an airy impression - and allows you to 
reach things from two sides.

Shelving unit. L120×D60×H90cm  $290

If you place UTBY shelving unit between two FAKTUM 
base cabinets your kitchen will be airier and your pa 
even surface to work on.

Shelving unit. L120×D60×H90cm $290

Place UTBY shelving unit in the middle of the kitchen 
and you will have a kitchen island with an extra work 
surface and a practical storage place that's easy to 
reach from every direction. Complete with a table top 
from the same series or a matching pre-cut or 
made-to-measure worktop.

Shelving unit. L120xD60xH90cm $290



Conditions for our guarantees

What is guaranteed?

The extent of the guarantee given for each product is described alongside each 
product below.
Duration of guarantee

Each guarantee lasts for the number of years stated against each product below, 
starting from the date of purchase.
What will IKEA do to correct the problem?

IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s covered under this guarantee. 
IKEA will then, at its choice, either repair the defective product or replace it with 
the same or a comparable product. In these cases, IKEA will be responsible for the 
costs of repairs, spare parts, labour and travel for repair staff that IKEA incurs, 
provided that the product is accessible for repair without IKEA incurring additional 
expenditure to gain access. This will not apply in cases where repair work has not 
been authorised by IKEA. Any defected parts removed in the course of repair works 
will become the property of IKEA. If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will 
provide an appropriate replacement. IKEA will decide at its discretion, what will 
constitute an appropriate replacement.
Conditions for the guarantees

The guarantees are valid from the date of purchase at IKEA. The original purchase 
receipt is required as proof of purchase. 
Exclusions

The guarantees do not apply to products that have been stored or assembled 
incorrectly, used inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or cleaned with wrong 
cleaning methods or wrong cleaning products. The guarantees do not cover atypical 
wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents. The 
guarantees do not apply if products have been placed outdoors or in a humid 
environment or if the products have been used for non-domestic purposes (unless 
otherwise stated). The guarantees does not cover consequential or incidental 
damages. The guarantees are to the benefit of the original purchaser of the 
product. They are not transferable. For details see the guarantee conditions and 
description for every product.
Care instructions 

To be able to rely on this guarantee you need to follow the specific care instructions 
for every product. You will find all care instructions in the IKEA stores and at 
www.IKEA.com.au 
General legal rights:

This guarantee gives you specific legal rights. This guarantee does not, in any way, 
affect the rights given to you by law. 
How to reach us if you need service:

Contact your local IKEA store. You will find the address and phone number below 
or at www.IKEA.com.au . Save your sales receipt as proof of purchase. 
Proof of purchase is required for the guarantees to be valid.
Find out more at www.IKEA.com.au

FAKTUM/RATIONELL 
25 YEARS GuARAnTEE
What is covered under this guarantee?

This guarantee covers defects in material and workmanship 

in the following kitchens. This guarantee applies to domestic 

kitchen use only.

FAKTUM kitchen system

What products are covered under this guarantee?

This guarantee covers all of the following parts of the FAKTuM kitchen system: 
• Cabinet frames • Fronts • InTEGRAL hinges • RATIOnELL fully-extending drawers 
• RATIOnELL shelves of tempered glass and melamine • RATIOnELL wire baskets 
• Plinths • Legs • Cover panels • Deco strips/mouldings • PERFEKT shelf and wine 
shelf • RATIOnELL bottom trays for base cabinet • RATIOnELL drawers under oven 
• RATIOnELL floor-level drawers • RATIOnELL dish drainers for wall cabinet 
Products not covered under this guarantee

Knobs, handles, sinks, mixer taps and worktops. 

Freestanding kitchens

What products are covered under this guarantee?

This guarantee covers defects in material and workmanship on all the parts in the 
VÄRDE freestanding kitchen series.
Products not covered under this guarantee

VÄRDE knobs and handles, shelves and wall shelves in solid wood are not covered 

by this guarantee. 
LAGAN kitchen system

LAGAn is not covered by this guarantee. 

KITCHEN sINKs AND MIXER 
TAPs  
10 YEARS GuARAnTEE
What is covered under this guarantee?

The 10-year guarantee is valid for all kitchen sinks and mixer 
taps at IKEA. This guarantee covers defects in material and 
workmanship. This guarantee applies to domestic use only.

What is not covered under this guarantee? 

LAGAn kitchen sink and mixer tap.  This guarantee does not apply if the products 
have been used in a corrosive environment. 

APPLIANCEs 
2 YEARS GuARAnTEE
What is covered under this guarantee?

The guarantee covers domestic appliances used in domestic 
application that includes both parts and labour to correct 
defects in materials or workmanship from the date of 
purchase.

How long is the guarantee valid?

This guarantee is valid for two (2) years from the original date of purchase of the 
IKEA appliance from IKEA. If service work is carried out under guarantee, this will 
not extend the guarantee period for the appliance, or for the new parts.

Which appliances are covered under this guarantee?

The two-year (2) guarantee is valid for all IKEA appliances.

Who will execute the service?

The IKEA service provider will provide the service through its own service 
operations or authorised service partner network.
What is not covered under this guarantee?

This guarantee does not cover the cost of:
• Correcting the installation of your appliance, instruction on the use of your 
appliance, connection/disconnection of house fuses or correct wiring or plumbing 
• Damaged appliance(s) caused by accident, misuse, fire, water damage or rust 
caused by abrasion, scratching or other physical damage. note - internal or 
external cabinet transport damage must be reported within 7 days of delivery 
date. • Service where, travel time, freight or transport of goods requiring service 
from areas outside of those, which are serviced by Whirlpool or its appointed 
service partners. • Damage/repairs, resulting from repair work carried out by other 
than Authorised Whirlpool Services person or from the use of other than genuine 
Whirlpool Spare Parts or from the use of the appliance in a manner other than the 
use for which it was specifically designed. • Damage caused by vermin, insects or 
pets. • Failure to maintain the product as per the use and Care Guide or Instruction 
Manual.• Food loss or spoilage as a result of power or product failure. • Internal 
or external damage as a result of excessive use of cleaning products or cleaning 
agents. • Damage caused by power outages, electrical power surge or improper 
supply voltage via connection to Supply Authority mains or alternative supply 
systems. • Damage or blockages caused by foreign objects e.g.: coins, underwires, 
nails, buttons or jewellery. • Any consequential loss due to appliance failure. • 
Light bulbs, removable wire, glass and plastic trays and other accessories. • 
Repairs to parts or systems  caused by unauthorised modifications made to 

appliance. • Problems caused by incorrect or inadequate venting of the appliance

What is covered under this guarantee? 

This guarantee covers function, materials and workmanship in all cookware in the 
above listed series. The guarantee covers: • Stability of the base. • Washing in a 
domestic dishwasher (with the exception of non-stick coated items or items made of 
cast iron which we recommend should be washed by hand). • non-stick properties 
on non-stick “pans”. 

What is not covered under this guarantee? 

This guarantee does not cover changes in the appearance of the cookware unless 
they have a significant effect on function.

FAVORIT
Valid for all pots 
& pans without 
non stick coating 
(incl cast iron 
pots & pans)

FAVORIT
Valid for all pots 
& pans with non-
stick coating

sPECIAL INFORMATION:
Brochure prices are valid in SA & WA only until 14 August 2011. While great care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of all prices, IKEA reserves 
the right to correct errors or misprints and adjust prices for circumstances beyond our control.

WHERE ARE WE LOCATED?
IKEA Adelaide: 397 Sir Donald Bradman Drive, Adelaide Airport SA 5950 Phone: (08) 8154 4532 Email: info@adl.IKEA.com.au
IKEA Perth: 6  Sunray Drive, Innaloo WA 6018 Phone: (08) 9201 4532 Email: info@perth.IKEA.com.au

Making the most of your time in the kitchen is all about ease. The IKEA 365+ 
series sees you from one day to the next, through any occasion. And with 
timeless design and durable materials, you’ll be equipped to tackle any culinary 
challenge. 365 days of the year. To see the entire range of IKEA cookware visit 
your IKEA store.

You’re passionate 
about cooking; 
we’re passionate 
about cookware.

$85/7 pcs
IKEA 365+ 7-piece cookware set Comprises: Pot with 

lid 5L, pot with lid 3L, saucepan with lid 1L and frying pan 

dia. 28cm. Stainless steel. Frying pan: Teflon® Platinum+ 

coating. 

All pots and pans in the IKEA 365+ 

cookware series have either a 15-year 

or 5-year guarantee. Find out more 

about our guarantees in your IKEA store  

or on www.IKEA.com.au



For opening hours and directions to your nearest IKEA store  

visit our website at www.IKEA.com.au
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BEKVÄM step stool Solid birch. W43×D39, H50cm. 

$14.95


